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1 Introduction

In real life, people have a different opinion about different issues. The ideas of people can
be shaped after interaction between people, interaction through social media, environmental
influences and other situations. Although there are questionnaires and other methods to find
out the opinions of people on any subject, these methods are not very practical due to the
rapidly increasing data-information around each individual. With the spread of internet and
social sharing platforms, a virtual life has been created on these platforms and people express
their ideas, discuss a wide range of different topics, have new ideas and have other insights.
Today, Twitter platform is widely used in social media to express people’s ideas. Many types
of research and projects are conducted on data collected from Twitter using natural language
processing and data mining methods. As a result, users share their opinions and emotions on
Twitter and generate large amounts of data. These tweets are reviewed by companies to help
customers improve their services and produce quality products.

Sentiment analysis is a sub-discipline within computational linguistics and data mining. The
main purpose of sentiment analysis is to discover people’s mood, behavior and ideas from textual
data. With the increase of microblogging services, public data of these services; data targeting
different sociological fields such as politics, economics, and finance are used in sentiment analysis
studies (Eliaçık & Erdogan, 2015). Sentiment Analysis is an interdisciplinary field that borrows
techniques from natural language processing, text analytics, and computational linguistics to
extract subjective information (Duwairi et al., 2014).

Though opinions are easy for people to understand, it is not so easy for a computer to
understand at the same level of understanding. The said concept of opinion consists of the
following components: Target entity, Feature and appearance of the target entity, Sentiments
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(positive, negative or neutral), Opinion holder, Time (Appel et al., 2015).

Name 1: @screan name 1 “Butun izleyenleri Hemreylik Gunu ve Yeni il munasibetile tebrik
edirem. Arzu edirem 2018-ci il her birinize sevinc, bol ruzi ve ugur getirsin! (I congratulate all
followers on the occasion of Solidarity Day and New Year. I wish you happiness, plenty of food
and success in 2018!)” (23:10 - 29 12-2017).

If we look at the example tweet given above: target entity “Hemreylik Gunu ve Yeni il
(Solidarity Day and New Year)”, feature or appearance “sevinc (happiness)”, “bol ruzi (plenty
of food)”, “ugur (success)”, opinion holder “Name 1”, opinion expressed time “(23:10 - 29-12-
2017)” and we can say that tweet’s sense of value is positive because all the emotion words are
positive.

In our study, we examine how microblogs can be used for sentiment analysis. We display that
how to use Twitter as a corpus for sentiment analysis and opinion mining. Different classification
algorithms are applied on Twitter data and results are compared.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2, provides research literature on the
proposed system. Chapter 3 discuss the various sentiment analysis techniques and the corre-
sponding algorithms. Chapter 4 describes the collection of data from Twitter and preprocessing
this data. Chapter 5 has present system developed approach. Chapter VI presents the results
and discussion. Finally, Chapter 6 draws the conclusions of the work.

2 Literature review

This section briefly investigates previous studies on sentiment analysis, which is a sub-area of
text mining.

Pang et al. (2002) examined the sentiment classification of film reviews as a specific example
of a text categorization problem on a subject basis. To do this, three classification algorithms:
Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy and Support Vector Machines were used on the problem and
the results were compared.

Sentiment analysis of text for Azerbaijani language had been investigated by Aida-zade
et al. (2013). Multi machine learning algorithms had been applied for news classification in
Azerbaijani language in Suleymanov & Rustamov, (2018); Suleymanov et al. (2018); Aida-zade
et al. (2018).

The problem of extracting feature-based summaries of customer reviews of products sold
online is studied by Hu & Liu (2004). Some properties of the problem generally refer to product
features and functions. In the article, the problem is identified as three sub-tasks: (1) describe
the characteristics of the product in which customers express their views; (2) identify review
sentences that give positive or negative views for each feature; and (3) produce a summary using
the discovered information.

The article published by Shailesh Kumar Yadav focused on sensitivity classification, classifi-
cation techniques and which tools are available for sensitivity analysis. In this area, it is stated
that there are difficulties in discovering the polarity of the complex sentence, extracting the idea
sentences and their features in different sentences and extracting many views from the same
document (Yadav, 2010).

Lin et al. (2010) presented a text classification model of self-initiated learning to design a
cluster-based text classification algorithm to reduce the size of the training set and increase the
efficiency of the classification application.

Smith (2011) aimed to develop machine learning techniques to recognize emotions that are
interwoven into the text of a document.

Kumar et al. (2012) resorted to a hybrid approach using both corpus and dictionary-based
methods to determine the semantic orientation of opinion words in tweets. A case study is
presented to demonstrate the use and effectiveness of the proposed system.
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Mahmood et al. (2013) analyzed the effect of published tweets in predicting the winner of
the 2013 election in Pakistan. They used the Rapid Miner tool (http://rapidi.com/) to examine
three different standard prediction models: the CHAID decision tree, Naive Bayes, and Support
Vector Machine.

Saravan and his colleagues developed a method for associating tweets sent by users to their
locations (Saravanan et al., 2013).

Rustamov et al. (2013) applied Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (2013a), Hidden
Markov Models (2013b) and Hybrid models (2018) for detection of subjectivity analysis. Same
techniques had been applied for document level sentiment analysis.

The article published by Shital and Jeevan uses Twitter data to learn customers’ approaches
and opinions. This article illustrates the approach that helps service provider companies or
industries find the views on their products, services or offers. For this purpose, tweets were
taken first and then tweeted as positive, negative and neutral using Stanford NLP (Shital &
Jeevan, 2017).

Supervised classification techniques based on mathematical optimization were used by Sati &
Ordin (2018). They chose the algorithm of polyhedral conic functions as a supervised classifica-
tion function. ”Mood Blogger”, a real-world data set, was used to test the proposed algorithms.

In the article published by Rane and Kumar, multi-class sentiment analysis was performed
on a data set consisting of 6 major US Airlines tweets. This study began with preprocessing
techniques used to clean up tweets and then showed them as vectors using the concept of deep
learning (Doc2vec) to perform an analysis at the phrase level. The analysis was performed using
7 different classification strategies: Decision Tree, Random Forest, SVM, K-Nearest Neighbors,
Logistic Regression, Gauss Naive Bayes and AdaBoost (Rane & Kumar, 2018).

Velioglu et al. (2018) investigated the problem of sentiment analysis in emoji for positive,
negative and neutral tweets in the Turkish language. In this paper, two different methods based
on word bag and FastText were used. FastText is an open-source library developed by Facebook
AI Research (FAIR) to learn word and sentence classifications. In this study, firstly the word
bag approach was applied as a simple and effective method. Then, FastText method was applied
and it was shown that there was no significant difference between the two models.

In another paper, Chory et al. (2018) discussed the application of sentiment analysis to
analyzing public satisfaction with the services of a telecommunications operator in Indonesia.
Pre-classification accuracy was increased by using TF-IDF weighting, POS Labeling, and Neg-
ative management together with SVM, one of the machine learning methods, in order to make
the sentiment classification system relate to the level of user satisfaction with the data service.

3 Sentiment analysis methods

Sentiment classification techniques can be examined in three parts as lexicon based approach,
machine learning based approach and hybrid approach. Machine learning approach implements
famous ML algorithms and uses language features. As the lexicon based approach implies, the
main sources of the sentiment analysis process such as emotion word dictionary or emotion
sentence dictionaries are used. The hybrid approach combines both approaches and is very
important in this approach with a glossary of sentiment that plays a key role in most of the
methods (Medhat et al., 2014).

The machine learning approach is more practical than other approaches in opinion mining
because it has fully automated applications and can manage large web data collections. Machine
Learning techniques use a training set and a test set for classification. The training set contains
input features vectors and corresponding class labels. Using this training set, a classification
model is developed that tries to classify input features vectors to the corresponding class labels.
Next, a test set is used to validate the model by estimating the class labels of features vectors
that are not seen.
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The methods of sentiment classification based on machine learning can be divided into three
types: supervised, unsupervised and semi-supervised learning methods (Madhoushi et al., 2015).

Constructs a model based on labeled experimental data as input in supervised classification
techniques (Smith, 2011).

Supervised learning is divided into two main categories: classification and regression.

Classification is the process of finding or exploring a model (function) that helps to divide
data into multiple categorical classes. Output variables are often called labels or categories. In
the classification technique, the algorithm learns from the data input given to it and then uses
this learning to classify new observations. This data set can be two classes or multiple classes.
Classification issue requires items to be categorized according to historical data. There are many
different popular supervised classification methods. The following machine learning algorithms
have been widely used and provide average accuracy across most domains and different data
types (Desai & Mehta, 2016). Some of the commonly used supervised learning methods in the
literature are briefly described below.

3.1 Naive Bayes

The Naive Bayes classifier is the simplest and most commonly used classifier. This classifier is
also a simple model that works well in text categorization. Bayes theorem is used to estimate
the likelihood of a particular input belonging to a particular class. When a tweet is given, it is
calculated as the probability of each class.

P (label t∣) = P ( t∣ label) × p(label)
p(t)

,

where the label is a specific class and t is tweet we want to classify.

t is input to the machine learning classification. This input includes all tweet words or
emotions words.

P (label): the prior probability of a label, or the probability of a random property identifying
the label.

P (t): represents prior probability of feature i.e the probability that feature will have certain
values

P (t∣label): represents posterior probability of feature conditioned on label i.e.

To simplify the classification work, the Naive Bayes classifier also makes a “naive” assump-
tion, that is, all features are independent of each other.

Thus, the above equation can be rewritten as follows:

P (label t∣) = P (label) × P (f1∣ label) × P (f2∣ label)... × P (fn∣ label)
P (t)

.

Each of f1, f2, . . . fn shows a feature. Although the naive assumption is never real, the Naive
Bayes classification results can be quite good.

In this case, it is attempted to predict the likelihood of a tweet’s content being positive or
negative. There is a column with positive and negative opinions in the training data prepared
for this purpose. Example of applying the Bayesian Rule to classify the “imtahanlardan nece
qorxuram (I’m afraid of the exams)” tweet written about “Exam”. The classification is called
“naive” because we will assume that each word of the written tweet is independent.

P (n∣ imtahanlardan nece qorxuram) =

= P (imtahanlardan nece qorxuramn∣)×P (nece∣n)×P ( qorxuram∣n)×P (n)
P (imtahanlardan)×P (nece)×P (qorxuram) .

Applying Bayesian rules has enabled us to significantly simplify our solution. To solve the above
equation, the probability of each event will be calculated.
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P (′′imtahanlardan′′∣n): The total number of “imtahanlardan” appear in negative tweets
can be defined by dividing the total number of negative tweets.

P (′′n′′) = P (′′negative′′): Divided by the total number of words in negative tweets and the
total number of words in the training data.

P (′′imtahanlardan′′): The total number of “imtahanlardan” words that appear in training
data is divided by the total number of words in all tweets.

The above formulas apply in the positive case. The positive or negative result from both
probability results allows us to estimate the sentiment of the tweet written on this subject. We
will classify the tweet as negative because “qorxuram” appears more often on negative tweets.

3.2 Support vector machine

Support Vector Machines are powerful method for building a classifier. This method is based on
the concept of decision plans that define decision boundaries. The purpose of this algorithm is
to find a decision hyperplane that classifies data points in N -dimensional space (N - number of
properties) in a meaningful way. To separate two classes of data points, there are many possible
hyperplanes to choose from. Our goal is to find a hyperplane with maximum separation, ie the
maximum distance between the data points of both classes. The separation is represented by
the vector w.

The optimal hyperplane can then be defined as:

wxT + b = 0,

where w is the weight vector, x is the input feature vector, and b is the bias.
We use the SVM software with a linear kernel. Our input data is a set of vectors. Each

entry in the vector corresponds to the presence a feature. We use tree types of vectors: Count
Vector, TF-IDF and N-Gram.

3.3 Maximum Entropy

Maximum Entropy is a widely used probability distribution prediction technique in the field of
natural language processing. This learning method is not different from other learning tech-
niques, in which the outputs of the model are based on the given training data set. Unlike Naive
Bayes, Maximum Entropy makes no assumptions about independence about the formation of
words. However, it is more expensive in terms of calculation. It is a machine learning method
based on experimental data.

Mathematical model of a entropy clustering can be expressed as follows:

PME(c∣t,w =
exp [∑iwifi(c, d)]
∑x exp [∑iwifi(c, d)]

).

In this formula, c is the class, t is the tweet, and w is a weight vector. The weight vectors
decide the significance of a feature in classification. A higher weight means that the feature is
a strong indicator for the class (Go et al., 2009).

4 Twitter data and processing methods

The data analysis process in this study consists of the following steps:

A. Data collection
The first step in data analysis is to collect data. This is known as “data mining”. Data

collection is not as simple as it seems at first glance. Data can come from anywhere. The data
used in the sentiment polarity classification carried out within the scope of this research study
was acquired from Twitter social network. Twitter is a gold data mine. Unlike other social
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platforms, almost every user’s tweets are public and impressive. If you need large amounts of
data to do analytical work, Twitter becomes very important. In addition, Twitter data is quite
prominent when compared to other social media data. Since it is easier to obtain data from
this microblogging service, twitter social network is generally preferred in the studies. The main
reasons for this preference are (Pak et al., 2010):

� Twitter’s API allows complex queries, such as pulling every tweet on a specific topic within
the last twenty minutes, or pulling a specific user’s retweeted tweets.

� Using spatial location information, it provides easy access to data at a specific location.

� This microblogging platform is used by different people to explain their views on different
topics, so it is a valuable resource where people share their ideas.

� Twitter contains many text messages, and the number of these messages is increasing day
by day. Therefore, the collected corpus can be optionally increased.

� Twitter’s audiences range from regular users to celebrities, company representatives, politi-
cians, and even presidents. Therefore, it is possible to collect written messages from users
from different social and interest groups.

� Twitter’s audience is represented by users from many countries. Although there are more
users in the United States, this social network is also widely used in different countries.
Therefore, it is possible to collect data in different languages

Twitter is a data mine that creates new challenges in data analysis and has many unique
features compared to other fields. Since the data to be analyzed are Twitter messages sent in
Azerbaijani language, tweets written in this language were taken from social network. Since
there is no Azerbaijani language on Twitter social network, the language of the tweets written
is determined automatically in Turkish. Therefore, geographic location information was used to
receive tweets written in Azerbaijani language. The point consisting of X and Y coordinates
taken randomly from the capital Baku was accepted as the starting point. Twitter data were
taken daily from the settled area within a radius of 300 km from this point. Russian, English
and Turkish languages are actively used among the Twitter users in Azerbaijani, so in addition
to using geographic location when querying, Turkish is also specified as the language parameter.
Therefore, tweets written in Russian and English languages are automatically extracted from
the incoming data set. Finally, to remove tweets written in different languages in the dataset,
the location information used by users who wrote this tweet is checked. If these locations include
locations outside the Azerbaijani cities, these tweets are also removed from the dataset.

B. Data cleaning
To apply a classifier on the data, it is important to first process or clear the raw data. The

task of preprocessing includes: Hashtag, twitter notations (@, RT), expressions, URLs and stop
word (ineffective) removal, identification of slang words and compression of long words. Some
of the preprocessing steps performed are described below.

1. Identifying and removing pointer (usernames and hashtags)
Twitter allows users to include hashtag (#) and user references (@) in their messages. In

tweets, one user can point to other users by using the “@” pointer in front of the username.
These pointers have been replaced with the special word “USER MENTION”. Users also tag
tweets into a hashtag category using “#”. Words and characters marked with these markers are
removed from tweets.

2. Detection and removal of URL
Many tweets contain URLs that share more than content that can be rendered due to limited

character restrictions. The content in the URL can provide additional information about the
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feeling the user is trying to express, but it can be very expensive to crawl URLs based on their
content. During the preprocessing, all contents associated with the URL have been replaced
with the word “URL”.

3. Detection and removal of retweets
In order to prevent the data from being reprocessed and to avoid duplicate data in the

training data, it is checked what “IsRetweet” returns before writing the tweets received using
the “Tweetinvi” library. If this property returns “true”, no tweets are added to the data set.

4. Detection and removal of punctuation marks
It is common for users to use excessive punctuation in a microblogging environment to avoid

appropriate grammar and to convey emotions more easily. Punctuation can give an idea about
the polarity of the message. For example, exclamation marks are often used to express strong
emphasis on polar messages. In this step, irrelevant punctuation has been removed from tweets
to avoid unnecessary features.

5. Detection and removal of numbers
Numbers are not related to the analysis of text data, so the numbers have been removed from

the collected tweets. But if these numbers are used as independent numbers, they are removed.

6. Character change
Users use some character combinations in their tweets that add positive or negative meaning

to the text. These character combinations are replaced with the specific word equivalent

7. Convert to lower case
At last, tweets are converted to lower case. The appropriate equivalents of the Turkish

characters are written in the conversion process.

8. Emoji change
Emotions containing sentiment in the tweets were replaced with unicode equivalent. The

unicode list of these emojis is kept in a table in the database (Fig. 1). The received tweets were
checked character by character and the emoji used were replaced with unicode equivalent. For
example, the tweet “Reyiniz ucun tesekkur edirik , (thank you for your comment ,)” has been
converted to the “Reyiniz ucun tesekkur edirik ,” form before coming to the analysis stage.

Figure 1: Code equivalents of emojis
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C. Feature extraction
Items in the classification are represented by their properties. In our case, tweets are repre-

sented by words, so words are used as a feature. Machine learning requires a basic process to
convert text data into a machine-readable format. This process is called feature extraction and
there are different methods for feature extraction. The commonly used method is a bag of words
model that accepts each word as a feature. Tweets are collected in this model and converted
to a list of unsorted words called vocabulary. The next step is to create a vector representation
based on the size of the given words. Examples of this vector representation are the following.

Count Vector is a matrix notation of the dataset in which every row represents a tweet
from the corpus, every column represents a term from the corpus, and every cell represents the
frequency count of a particular term in a particular tweet

TF-IDF Vectors: This weight is a statistical measure used to evaluate how important a
word is to a document in a collection or corpus. TF-IDF score consists of two terms:

� TF: Term Frequency is used to measure how often a term occurs in a document. Since
the length of each document is different, it is possible for a term to appear more in long
documents than in short documents. Therefore, as a means of normalization, the term
frequency is usually divided by the document length (ie, the total number of terms in the
document).

TF (t) = (Number of times term t appears in a document)
(Total number of terms in the document)

.

� IDF: Inverse Document Frequency is used to measure how important a term is. All terms
are equally important when calculating TF. However, it is known that some terms such
as “and”, “or”, “of” may often appear, but of little importance. Thus we need to weigh
down the frequent terms while scale up the rare ones, by computing the following:

IDF (t) = loge(
Total number of documents

Number of documents with term t in it
) .

5 Developed system for Azerbaijani language

In this section we present the main components of our approach. we developed two different
projects for this, because our approach uses both lexicon and machine learning methods. The
first project (SAT) implementation was developed using the C# software language and the other
(SATPy) was developed using the Python software language. In the SAT application, which is
the first of the projects, data from Twitter is received on a daily basis (Fig. 2)

SAT application consists of 4 layers: data collection, sentiment dictionary creation, data
processing, lexicon based learning. The data collection layer was developed to connect to Twitter
and retrieve data. In this layer, “Tweetinvi”, an open source application, was used to retrieve
data. The Tweetinv is a NET C # library that allows developers to easily and reliably interact
with Twitter.

The second layer was developed to create sentiment dictionaries, because there is no dictio-
nary that contains enough sentiment words for the Azerbaijani language. To do this, download
the “SentiWordNet 3.0.0 20130122” library and convert all the words contained here into the
Azerbaijani language using the “Cloud Translation API-> translate.googleapis.com” service to
create a dictionary containing new emotion words (Figure 3).

The collected tweets are processed in the data preprocessing layer and then sent to the word-
based learning layer for search in each word sentiment and emoji dictionary. If words are found
in these dictionaries, the sum of emotion score is calculated. If the total score is greater than
zero, the tweet is positive, the total score is less than zero, the tweet is negative, and if the
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Figure 2: Classification operation

Figure 3: Sentiment dictionary

total score is equal to zero, the tweet is neutral. In addition, in the SATPy system developed
using python language, machine learning methods were applied using cleared data. For this,
positive tweets are read from the database and written to pos tweets.csv”, and negative tweets
to “neg tweets.csv”. Afterwards, these tweets were divided into training and test data sets and
appropriate machine learning operations were performed.

6 Results

In this work, 238,677 tweets were collected in Azerbaijani language between 01-02-2019 and 12-
03-2019 by using geolocation information for analysis. 20,000 tweets of these tweets are manually
labeled as positive, negative and neutral. Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines and Maximum
Entropy machine learning methods were applied on labeled tweets.

Table 1: Classification using count vectors

Algorithm Accuracy

Naive Bayes 96.51

Support Vector Machines 95.63

Maximum Entropy 95.63

Naive Bayes method has been shown to give better results in experimental studies using
count vectors.
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When using the TF-IDF feature extraction vectors of the maximum entropy method, the
same count vectors seem to give better results as used.

In the experiments using N-Gram vectors, Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machines are
shows same result. However, when compared with other feature extraction methods, the results
appear to be very low.

From these results, it would suggest that both “Count vectors” and “TF-IDF vectors” feature
extraction are perhaps worthy of further study on this problem.

Table 2: Classification using TF-IDF vectors

Algorithm Accuracy

Naive Bayes 90.39

Support Vector Machines 96.51

Maximum Entropy 96.94

Table 3: Classification using N-Gram vectors

Algorithm Accuracy

Naive Bayes 67.69

Support Vector Machines 67.69

Maximum Entropy 66.81

Figure 4: Comparison of algorithms

7 Conclusion

This article is an experimental contribution to the studies in the field of data science and
sentiment analysis for the Azerbaijani language. A number of machine learning techniques and
word-based learning techniques have been applied to classify sentences based on Twitter data.
This study also compares various traditional classification techniques and their accuracy. The
main objective is to provide an accurate model for emotional analysis using pre-tagged. We
used the collected Twitter data corpus to train a sentiment classifier. Our classifier is able to
determine positive, negative and neutral sentiments of tweet. Maximum entropy method yielded
better results than the other two methods, Naive bayes and SVM.
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